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NeoPollard Interactive Named Lottery Supplier of the Year for Second 
Consecutive Year at the EGR North America Awards 

 
LANSING, Michigan, November 2, 2020 /CNW/ -- NeoPollard Interactive (“NPi”) is proud to announce 
that it has been named Lottery Supplier of the Year for the second consecutive year in the eGaming Review 
(“EGR”) North America Awards.  

The Lottery Supplier of the Year category celebrates suppliers who have demonstrated outstanding 
performance and innovation in the delivery of market-leading solutions for lottery operators. Evaluation 
in this category considered product integration and delivery, product quality, commercial success and 
innovation in the last 12 months.  

NPi was described by the judges as “the most successful iLottery vendor in the U.S. overall, with the largest 
distribution and a broad range of offerings.” The judges also remarked that “[NPi offers] a good platform 
for lotteries with an established infrastructure and quality metrics around scalability.”    

Partner to 50% of online lotteries in the U.S. and responsible for 70% of total U.S. iLottery revenues, NPi 
powers the most profitable iLottery programs. NPi’s iLottery 360° Solution allows NPi to provide a fully 
turnkey iLottery operation – including sophisticated technology platforms, managed services, and 
industry-leading game content produced by its in-house Games Studio.  

“NPi is honored to receive the distinguished recognition of Lottery Supplier of the Year for the second 
consecutive year by EGR North America Awards,” said Liz Siver, General Manager, NPi. “As we continue 
to have the privilege to serve the North American market, we strive to be the industry’s ‘partner of choice’ 
through our full service offering–where lotteries can rely on our iLottery technology, revenue-generating 
services and top content from our Studio–to generate revenue for the good causes they represent.”  
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About NeoPollard Interactive  

Born in the digital domain, NeoPollard Interactive LLC (“NPi”) is an award-winning supplier of best-in-class 
iLottery solutions to the North American lottery market. Serving the largest share of U.S. lotteries that 
currently sell online, NPi helped pioneer the successful introduction of iLottery in the U.S. and, is North 
America’s proven partner of choice to enable regulated lotteries to design and deploy complex gaming 
solutions in support of generating incremental revenue for good causes through the online channel. NPi 
offers cutting-edge technology, a full suite of managed services, and the industry’s top performing game 
content, as part of its innovative and comprehensive approach to partnering for iLottery success. Jointly 
owned by Pollard Banknote Limited and NeoGames S.à r.l.—both globally recognized industry leaders—
NPi powers the most profitable iLottery programs. 

 

Forward-looking Statements  

Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward-looking” statements and information, 
which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause actual results, 
performance, or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance, or 
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. When used in this document, such 
statements include such words as “may,” “will,” “expect,” “believe,” “plan,” and other similar terminology. 
These statements reflect management’s current expectations regarding future events and operating 
performance and speak only as of the date of this document. There should not be an expectation that such 
information will in all circumstances be updated, supplemented, or revised whether as a result of new 
information, changing circumstances, future events, or otherwise.  
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NEOPOLLARD INTERACTIVE, CONTACT:  

 

 

    

Doug Pollard     
Co-Chief Executive Officer    
Telephone: 204-474-2323    
E-mail: doug.pollard@neopollard.com 
     
 

Moti Malul  
Co-Chief Executive Officer 
Telephone: 1-734-353-4275  
E-mail: moti.malul@neopollard.com 

Liz Siver   
General Manager  
Telephone: 734.294.1695 
E-mail: liz.siver@neopollard.com 
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